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Abstract: 
Six thinking hats is recently introduced technique which outlines different thinking 

styles required by an individual while analysing a given problem in an effective way. The 
technique correlates different thinking styles used in a systematic problem-solving 
procedure with different coloured hats. Alternately, by conceptualizing each type of hat, 
the person focuses on the style of thinking associated with each colour so that the problem 
can be analysed from different angles and frame of references. This method supports 
lateral thinking possibilities and new outcomes during problem-solving session so that the 
optimum solution can be found out. In this paper, we have discussed how to adopt six 
thinking hats technique in organizational problem-solving process. Each of the six 
thinking hats may also be conceived to be an independent entity in the thinking process 
and such attributes contribute to predominant personality trait distinguishable with 
various categories of persons. Such for instance, are thinking styles associated with typical 
administrators, religious leaders, politicians, scientists, and managers. The importance of 
six thinking hats technique in individual and group thinking in solving organizational 
problems is discussed. The paper also contains the attitudinal relationship in decision 
making using six thinking hat technique, personality types associated with thinking hats 
process, and use of this technique in organizational problem solving methods.  
Index Terms: Six Thinking Hats Technique, Organizational Decision Making & 
Managerial Problem Solving 
1. Introduction: 

Dr. Edward de Bono introduced a simple, but powerful technique called the Six 
Thinking Hats [1]. The technique introduced different thinking styles from different 
perspectives that are correlated with a different coloured hat. This parallel thinking 
approach facilitates the employees and managers in business organizations to analyse a 
problem from several dimensions. By conceptualizing each type of hat, the manager 
focuses on the style of thinking associated with each colour. For example, while 
imagining from the RED hat perspective, a manager will state what he or she feels about 
a particular situation. While imaging from the YELLOW hat compels the manager to 
think about the positive aspects of a problem or situation, while the GREEN hat 
encourages the managers to adopt the creative approach. The Six Thinking Hats 
encourage even the most pessimistic or negative manager in an organization to think of 
the positive outcomes of a given situation. By adopting the Six Thinking Hats technique 
the managers get a new/lateral way of solving a problem which otherwise never opted. 
Such lateral thinking for organizational problems facilitates to understand the problems 
quickly, develop solid outcomes generated from different thinking styles, quickly 
identifying alternative solutions to problems, analysing such solutions by different 
perceptions using parallel thinking. Six thinking hat technique can be used in 
conjunction with other well known problem/concept/idea analysis techniques like 
Focus group method [2- 12], SWOT analysis [13-14], PEST analysis [15], or recently 
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introduced ABCD analysis Technique [16-17] including ABCD framework [18-28] and 
ABCD listing [29-35].  Other methods include Collaborative Problem Solving: A Systems 
Thinking Approach [36], Critical incident technique: a learning intervention for 
organizational problem solving [37], and Developing ideal system concept and 
comparing it with practical systems with an intention to improve the practical systems 
characteristics towards ideal system characteristics [38-46].In this paper, we have 
analysed the use of six thinking hats technique in managerial problem solving methods. 
A comparison is made between six thinking hat technique and traditional methods. The 
importance of six thinking hats technique in individual and group thinking in solving 
organizational problems is discussed. The paper also contains the attitudinal 
relationship in decision making using six thinking hat technique, personality types 
associated with thinking hats process, and use of this technique in organizational 
problem solving methods.  
2. Analysis of Six Thinking Hats in Managerial Problem Solving: 

In taking decisions about important things in life, it does not become easy to 
come to a final and constructive conclusion.  The usual Indian approach of 
communication and thinking is usually not lateral, instead opposing and does not 
involve complementarily. Especially when an individual or team decision needs to be 
taken, it should be collaborative, supportive, 360 degrees thinking, understanding from 
all angles and then reaching a decision. We find the six hats thinking extremely useful in 
decision-making process both in personal and professional life. For instance, in the 
organizational context, a decision to fill a key managerial position may involve various 
concerns. The question is should we promote an existing person from a lower level 
position and give time for him to fit to the requirements of functioning or should we 
keep it open and choose a person from outside who has proven track record but who 
would invariably demand a much higher salary than what you have to pay the insider. 
Giving opportunity to the insider will boost the morale of all employees who aspire for 
their turn for future promotions in the organization. It will also be rewarding for the 
promotee. You will save much on paying him but loose much until he is trained enough. 
The danger of wrong decisions or delay is over and above. If you have never been 
anticipating this to happen and not charted a careful career plan for the employees it is 
going to be really very tough. Either case, a delay indecision is bound to hit the company 
drastically, this being a key position.  
Six Thinking Hats Process: 

Dr. Edward de Bono introduced a simple, but powerful technique called the Six 
Thinking Hats [1, 51-53]. The technique outlines different thinking styles that are 
associated with a different coloured hat. By conceptualizing each type of hat, the person 
focuses on the style of thinking associated with each colour.  
A summary of each hat is outlined in figure 1: 
White Neutral Hat: White Neutral hat whose role is to collect facts, data, stats and 
concrete information that lay the groundwork and foundations for thinking. In this case, 
find out the age, educational qualification, experience, and performance of the employee 
under consideration. Collect information on the salary and benefits he is drawing now 
and that of the position to which he is considered. Also gather information on the extent 
of expertise required for the position, the profile of aspirants in the job market in 
similar industry and their expectations. Look at the organizations interest up to what 
limit it can afford to pay, merging the responsibility with another position and 
scrapping it etc. 
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Red Intuitive Hat: Red Intuitive hat will use feelings of intuition to find appropriate 
solutions to the problems. Analyse the feelings, what it means to the organization, to the 
employee to be considered, to his superior, and to other employees in the company. 
Motivation, morale, personal pride, status quo, changing relationships, all required 
consideration. 
Yellow Optimistic Hat: This hat’s role is to logically present positive plans of action 
that will help overcome the problems confronting reality. Look at his potentials. How he 
has been in his jobs throughout, his contribution, ability to grow, capacity to assume 
responsibility, respect he command, the loyalty he displayed and above all the 
companies recognition of his potentials by providing an opportunity to him, and how 
challenging he will take it. 
Black Pessimistic Hat: The black hat is frowned upon because of its negative approach. 
However, it is one of the most important hats as it will help you to better understand the 
pitfalls of your thinking. Look at the cost of probable damages due to the new 
promotee’s inappropriate decisions. Consider the cost and time required to train him. 
What if he fails to live up to expectations even after a given period of time? What would 
be the consequence of your own wrong decisions on your professional capacity and 
organizations trust in you? How would the outsider adjust to the organizations culture? 
How long he will stay? What is sure that he will perform well. 
Green Creative Hat: Green Creative hat whose role is to bend the rules, to think 
outside-the-box and expand the possibilities of the improbable in unique ways. The 
Green hat will help you to come up with brilliant creative solutions — opening the doors 
to new opportunities and avenues of thinking. There could be ever so many possibilities 
open before a creative mind. 
Blue Managerial Hat: Blue Managerial hat whose primary role is to manage and direct 
the thinking process, sort out all alternative and probable solutions and apply 
managerial techniques and wisdom to choose among the best. Nevertheless managerial 
problem solving is daring and challenging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Block diagram connecting six thinking hats to individual thinking process. 
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This interpretation of the Six Thinking Hat system may be specifically targeted 
towards the personal problem solver who struggles with life’s daily challenges or in 
group decision-making context related to academics, life, career, and business. 
Six Thinking Hats technique [1], suggests different types of thinking corresponding 
to six thinking roles for the analyst, associated with hats of six different 
colours. Through practice and a systematic implementation of this process, one will 
never feel the need to give up searching for an ideal solution to the problems or 
circumstances. 
3. Six Thinking Hats in Group Decision Making: 

When we take certain decision about important things in our life, it does not 
become easy to come to a final and constructive conclusion.  If we look into our usual 
(Indian) approach of communication and thinking, it is usually not lateral but opposing 
and does not involve co-operation. Especially when an individual or team decision 
needs to be taken- it should be collaborative, supportive, 360 degree thinking, 
understanding from all angles and then taking a decision. In a group, members assume 
different hats of thinking and put forward such kind of views which would be integrated 
into an effective decision.  

The key factor in successfully using the Six Thinking Hats and applying them in 
practical situations depends on better understanding of the sequence that the hats are 
used. When considering a specific problem or topic it is best to start with the WHITE hat 
as this allows all the background information to be presented and documented. Once 
the problem or topic is fully defined then the RED hat is used to ask participants how 
they feel about the problem or situation. Participants’ feelings are documented. The 
general tendency for a proportion of people in a meeting, at this stage, is to present the 
negative aspects of the problem or situation, however, in this process, the next step is to 
use the YELLOW hat to capture the positive aspects of the problem or situation from all 
participants. This step is then followed with the BLACK hat when everyone considers 
the negative aspects of the problem or situation. The BLACK hat is then followed by the 
GREEN hat where everyone is encouraged to use creative thinking to overcome the 
negative issues but also develop new alternatives to solving the problems or resolving 
the situation. The RED hat is used again at this stage to gauge the feelings of 
participants. Generally, most participants who were previously concerned about the 
problem or situation would now be feeling more positive after having gone through the 
process of using the different hats. Finally, it is always appropriate to use the BLUE hat 
as this allows participants to evaluate whether the process has offered solutions or 
conclusions. The BLUE hat also provides process control to ensure the right technique 
or approach was used by participants. If a solution or resolution was not identified then 
another approach or process would be suggested as more appropriate in solving the 
problem. Details of the process are given in table 1. 

Table 1: Attitudinal relationship in decision making using six thinking hat technique 

S.No 
Colour of 

Hats 
Basis Consideration Attitude Action 

1 White 
Quantitative 

thinking 
Use of facts and figures. Judging 

Apprise the entire 
background 

situation 

2 Red 
Humanity based 

thinking 

Absorb feelings in form 
of comments, criticism 

and carefulness 
Assigning 

Unearth negative 
consequences 

3 Yellow 
Optimistic 
thinking 

Based on hope, positive 
and speculative 

Defining 
Exploring 
strengths 
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4 Black 
Negative 
thinking 

Based on negative 
consequences 

Redefining 
De-limit 

drawbacks 

5 Green 
Creative 
thinking 

Based on ideas and 
lateral thinking 

Refining 
Considering 
alternatives 

6 Blue 
Managerial 

thinking 

Based on planning, 
organizing, and 

controlling 
Appropriating 

Taking appropriate  
decision 

4. Six Thinking Hats Process: 
Each of the six thinking hats may be conceived to be an independent entity in the 

thinking process and such attributes contribute to predominant personality trait 
distinguishable with various categories of persons as given in table 2. 

Table 2: Personality types associated with thinking hats 

S.No 
Colour 
of Hats 

Way of Thinking Personality Trait Type of persons 

1 White 
Neutral Quantitative 

Thinking 
Quantitative thinking using facts & 

Figure 
Administrator/Entr

epreneur 

2 Red Humanity thinking, 
Humanity based Thinking based on 
ethics, Values, emotions & feelings 

Sage /Religious 
leaders 

3 Yellow 
Optimistic or Positive 

thinking 
Optimistic thinking based on hope, 

positive & speculative 
Leader 

4 Black 
Pessimistic thinking 
or Negative thinking 

Negative thinking  based on 
comments, critics, cautious & careful 

Politician 

5 Green 
Creative  and 

Innovative thinking 
Creative thinking based on ideas and 

lateral thinking 
Innovator/Scientist 

6 Blue Managerial thinking 
Managerial thinking based on 

planning, organizing and controlling 
aspects 

Manager/Executive 

It follows from the above, the six hats thinking process helps to take decisions 
that suit best. 
5. Use of Six Thinking Hats in Organizational Problem Solving: 

Every organization has a specific goal and a set of the objective to realize. Using 
and manipulating various resources, based on the organizational plan, they strive to 
realize their goal. Organizational managers have the responsibility towards fulfilling 
organizational objectives by taking the right decision at right time for short term and 
long term problems. Many techniques have been used in organizations to find optimum 
solutions like operational research techniques, organizational behavioural theories like 
theory X and theory Y [54], theory Z [55], and theory A [56-60] etc. The Six Thinking 
Hats technique can also be used in organizational problem solving [61-65].This 
technique can be used by managers to identify and analyse organizational problems. 
The broad presumptions governing six hats approach in organizational problem solving 
involves the following: 
 Organizations are complex human initiatives involving functional 

interrelationship and interdependence. 
 Organizational problems are complex situations involving time in making 

decisions. 
 The challenge is to make the most effective solution at the shortest possible time. 
 The team approach sometimes is not viable to seek a variety of views owing to 

peculiar circumstances. 
 Individual managers have to think from different perspectives to gain an 

understanding of all dimensions of any problem. 
 Objective and extensive data gathering, both qualitative and quantitative is a pre-

requisite to efficient decision making (White hat). 
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 Due considerations have to be given to the human factor-those affected by and 
those gained in all decisions (Red hat). 

 Positives should not be overlooked since they are vital to any good decision 
(Yellow hat). 

 Negative consequences of any decision have to be analysed in full with care and 
caution (Black hat).  

 Creativity is inevitable for good decisions. This may involve risk taking but gives 
the advantage of lateral thinking (Green hat). 

 Application of managerial thinking blends the vital elements of planning, 
organising, and controlling to good solutions (Blue hat).  

 Success of organizational decisions warrant follow up and concurrence in action 
from team members.  

 Organizational problem solving is daring and challenging for top management. 
6. Conclusion:  

Individual decision making for a problem is by itself very difficult when it comes 
to important things. Usually, teams are created as a best means of group decision 
making. Both these necessitate a concerted effort to systematically analyse the problem, 
its extent and intensity, and the various alternative solutions to choose from. Many of 
the stages as depicted in six hats comes to use in organizational problem solving where 
a manager or team of managers work to arrive at an agreeable and effective decision. 
Considering that each person may be subject to any one of the personality trait of the six 
hats exposes the complexities in organizational problem solving. Six Thinking Hat as a 
system will help the manager to take control of his problems effectively. Through 
practice and a systematic implementation of six hat thinking process, the manager will 
never feel the need to give up searching for an ideal solution to his problems or 
circumstances. 
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